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Method, Business Process, and Computer System for
Performing Electronic Data-Gathering

Background

Currently, researchers using electronic media as sources are limited to file systems, or
cumbersome indexing software solutions for the archival of important research data found during
searches through local networks andfiles and the Internet. No current system allows for the
automatic capture, storage, and classification of individual data points, as opposed to the entire
source document, or the acquisition and storage ofthe data attributing data acquired in such a
way to its original source or author.

Traditional computer systems such as those mentioned above, are composed ofan underlying
modeldescribing the nature of the persistent data used, as well as the functions that are available
to operate on that data. The computer systemthen implements one or more views, typified in the
modern GUI interface, allowingthe user to interact with the model.

Becauseofthis traditional approach, researchers are required to stop interacting with the current
view ofthe program they are using to perform their research, interact with the view ofthe file
system browseror other indexing application, and then return to the view they were accessing
before. This interrupts the workflow oftheir project.

A new system is required that will allow the researcher to acquire and use important pieces of
data gleaned from files of various types available electronically without stopping their work to
interact with an additional application user-interface. Such a system would provide 2 conduit for
inserting research data into the corresponding systems model while negating or delaying the need
to interact with a view.

Finally the system must allow for the search and retrieval ofsuch stored data and allow forits use
in subsequent documents where the data can automatically generate the required captions,
foomotes, bibliography, or other entries thatattribute it to its original author.

Business Process and Work-flow

In the following discussion, the term ‘Source Document’ meansthefile, application, or Internet
site from which research data is being collected. The term ‘Output Document’ means the original
work in which the data gathered from the source documentwill be used.

Researching a topic using digital sources has becomea time intensive process due to the vast
quantity ofdata available, as well as legal requirements to track and attribute all such data used to
its original source. Currently, the process of collecting such data involves a complex series of
interactions with the source data itself, in addition to computer based or manual filing systems,
word processors and other authoring tools and applications that make the process non-linear and
difficult to manage. :

The preferred process would be to organize such research efforts into a linear stream whereall
relevant materials are collected from source documents at the beginning ofthe project. They
would then be processed and stored for future review. Further the data stored in this phase would
be visible to other researchers working on the same, or even non-related projects. Finally, the data
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would be withdrawn as needed, along with all proper source andattribution information, during
the compilation of the output document.

Lintar Research Work-flow

In order to allow for a somewhat linear flow through the research process, the system mustallow
the user to continue work in the source or output documents, without stopping their work to
interact with an external system.

Oneillustration ofthis process is the time-honored tradition of students using a marker to
highlight passages in a textbook. As the textbook is first read, important and relevant topics are
‘called out’ using the highlighter — this is the gathering phase. Passages thus called outare, in
essence, stored for future reference — this is the storage phase. Finally, just before an exam, the
student re-reads the textbook, this time focusing on the called out passages — this is the usage
phase.

This paper-based process can be adapted to electronic media using the following linear workflow:

| Source Document

| Acquire (Drag or Copy Data)
| Target (a location on the work area)
| Process (Transform/Metadata)

| Output Document
Because the sources for the type of research. discussed here are digital media, this process
naturally lends itself to being modeled in a computer software application. One such
implementation is described in the following section.
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A Computer-based System

This documentdescribes a computer-based method for acquiring, categorizing, routing,
archiving, sharing and using digital research data in a single step withoutleaving source
documents or applications.

Researchers using digital sources may drag or copy specific data onto a virtual ‘hotspot’ on their
computer screens and haveit categorized and archived in local or internet-based storage without
being interrupted or stopping their research work in the source document, application, or internet
site,

Once data has been categorized and stored in such a manner, it may be manipulated and searched.
Ultimately, the data may be dragged or copiedonto a target document, where an attribution to the
original source will automatically be made.

The system fulfills three interrelated roles by managing:
1. The acquisition, classification, routing, and storage of electronic data.
2. The searchfor, retrieval of and usageofthe data stored above.
3. The attribution of the data so usedto its original source.

The components of the data-acquisition system include:

¢ A data target providing the visual ‘hotspot’ on the computer screen for collecting the gathered
data. For gathering non-digital data, the data target may have a hardware-based

_ implementation using hand-held scanning and optical character recognition technologies. (1)

* A data analyzer/conduit for acquiring meta-data describing the acquired data and routingit
and the original data into the systems model. (2)

@ System Modules (3) for:
Translating, transforming or modifying the data as required.

¢ Requesting additional information from the user, if required.
¢ Compiling the data into an encapsulated, routable object.
¢ Importing pre-compiled content consisting of collections of the objects described above

in disk file format.

@ A data object consisting of an encapsulation ofthe original data, user defined meta-data, and
attribution and source data in a single routable object. (4)

@ A language for describing the data object and packagingit for transmission to a persistent
storage mechanism. (5)

¢ A transmission protocol for electronically transmitting objects defined above. (6)

An agentfor receiving and routing the data packaged as aboveto the appropriate persistent
storage location according to pre-defined rules. (7)

*

¢ An underlying persistent storage mechanism, such as a file system, relational database, object
databases, or other similar system for storing the data. (8)
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In order to facilitate the retrieval of the data acquired in this manner, and its use in output
documents with a simple drag-and-drop or copy-and-paste user interaction, a retrieval system
must be supplied. i

Components of the retrieval system include:

¢ One or more views (GUI)into the underlying model. These views are designed not to
interfere with other applications on the users desktop by adopting a ‘folding windows’
metaphor wherein functionality is made available by successively expanding the UI—atit’s
smallest, only the Data Target ( (1) above ) is visible. (9)

¢@ System Modules (3) for:
¢ Interacting with the data retrieval agent (server process) described below.

Detecting and handling drag-and-drop or copy-and-paste interactions.
+ Exporting all or part of the current data collection to disk file format.

¢ A server process for intercepting and processing requests for the data objects created during
the acquisition process, extracting them from persistent storage and encoding them for
transport. (7)

@ A language for describing the data object and packaging it for transmission. (5)

A transmission protocol for electronically transmitting objects defined above. (6)

An agentfor intercepting and decoding the requested object or objects and translating,
transforming or modifying the data as required. (3)

>

+
A system process for posting the original or modified data to the underlying operating
systems clipboard or other data-sharing mechanism and for making available the attribution
data provided by the data object. (3)  
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System Architecture

The components of these sub-systems may be organized into a multi-tier architecture as follows:

| (7) Server Module Data object|g encoder/decoder(ic
(6) Data Transmission

(1) Data Target(4) (5) Encoded Data Objects 
J (2) Analyzer/Conduit

(3) Client Module

Language Module Palm-top Device
Synchronizer

Plain/formatted Text Audio/Visual
Module Module

Graphics Module OCR Module

—s
Module Module (9) Data Viewer

\
 

LJ
(1) Data Scanner 

 
‘Folding Windows" UI  

 
Data object

encoder/deccier

System Clipboard
Data Manager  
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Component Details:

Data Target
Commercial Name: Gem Target

  
Analyzer/Conduit 

ervi

Thedata target is a free-floating, movable icon symbolizing the active research system. This presentation
eliminates the need to present additional application windowsto the user, while still allowing the user to
access key features of the system. The target can provide:

@ Avisual indication that a larger processing system is running.
@ A target for dragging and dropping (or copying and pasting) data into the underlying system.
+ A menu ofoptions for interacting with the underlying system
* Astarting point for expanding the functionality of the system via the ‘foldable windows’

metaphor,

Role of the an

The analyzer component providesa ‘first pass” analysis of the acquired data. The target waits for data to be
passed into it, and then passes that data to the analyzer, which obtains whatever source and system data is
available. Examples include: the source application and URL orfile, the date and time the data was
acquired, the user and machine namethat acquiredthe data, any bibliographic data that can be deciphered,
keywords, and other indexing data. This data is then and packaged it into an interim object that is passed to
the underlying system via a ‘capture’ event. From this point on, the target returns to its waiting state, and
the main processing system takes over.

Figures:

1. A flow-chart showing data acquisition.

2. A UML diagram ofone possible implementation, an ActiveX control for the Windows platform.

3. A Screen Shot of the target component as it would appear on the Windows desktop.  
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” Data Target
Commercial Name: Gem Target

 Analyzer/Conduit 
 

The analyzer componentprovides a ‘first pass’ analysis of the acquired data. The target waits for data to be passed
into it, and then passes that data to the analyzer, whic’ obtains whatever source and system data is available.
Examples include: the source application and URL orfile, the date and time the data was acquired, the user and
machine namethat acquired the data, any bibliographic data that can be deciphered, keywords, and other indexing
‘data. This data is then and packaged it into an interimobjectthat is passed to the underlying system via a ‘capture’
event. From this point on, the target returnsto its waiting state, and the main processing system takes over. This
analysis pass consists of these steps:

ALULOD
Data Acquisition - as discussed for Data Target spec.

User Data -OS API is used to acquire data about the system user whois collecting data, the machine name
used, and the system date and time.

Source Data - OS APIis used to determinethe source application and documentproviding the data, for
example, a web browser pointing to a specific web site. As this data is not always available, a best-guess
routine is used, which attempts to determine the application name and document nameproviding the data.
The routine makes a guess based on the application window that was last active before user posts data to the
system.

Bibliography Data ~ The collected data is scanned to determine author, publication date, documenttitle,
source URL and other source data. When this data rs not available, a best-guess routine 1s used which
suggests a value from the source data, for example ‘meta’ tags in HTML,or embedded tags in Rich Text.
When no data is available to make a guess,thefield is left blank.

Default Name and Description — The collected data is scanned to suggest a name, typically derived from the |
first 3 to 4 wordsofassociated text, ‘or pictures or binary data, it defaults to "<data type> from <source
document name>”.

KeywordScan - Any text associated with the collected data is scanned and separated into individual words,
adictionary of ‘smail’ words1s applied to discard words that do not make meaningful keywords. The
resulting collection of keywords is used to suggest search terms or related concepts for the collected data.

URL Scan - The data is scanned for any embedded URLs, any URLs foundare stored and used to suggest
‘related’ web links for the collected data.

Object Packing — Theresulting collection of data is packaged into an interim abject, that is passed to the
main system for further processing.
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a ? User Services BusinessServions Data Services4

DataTarget

AutoGenKeywords : Boolean = False |
FindURLsInText : Boolean = False
ShowStatusMsg : Boolean = False
Keywords : Object |
SheliLinks : Object |
CaptureActiveWindow()
CaptureClipboard() i
CaptureScreen() |
ForceCapture() |
<<Event>> Capture() ;

' <<Event>> Error() |
| <<Event>> NewDataAvailable()
| <<Event>> NewForegroundApp()
| <<Event>> NewActiveURL()

 

 
   AsciiText : String

RTFText : String
HTMLText : String

j Picture : Object

ShellLinks : Object
Keywords : Object
UserName : String
MachineName: String

\_Datatource=Sting
  

4.2

File: C:\WINNT\Profiles\bblackburn\Desktop\Patent\control.mdl Class Diagram: Logical View /
Three-Tiered Service Mode! Page 1

{0
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The Data Target provides a
virtual ‘hot spot’, available to all
applications, allowing the user to
insert data into the research

system without stopping work in
the source document.
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following the exploits of one ofthe bas
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Data Scanner

Commercial Name: Gem Highlighter

  
 
 

Analyzer/Conduit

Data Scanner

erview

The data scanner is a hardware implementation ofthe data target. While the data target enables the
collection and deposit of data directly into the system, it does not address data that could be acquired from
paper. Data scanner uses handheld scanning technology to acquire lines oftext from printed materials. If
the scanner is detached from the main computer, or attached to a palm-device, this data is buffered untilit
is synchronized with the main system. Once a connection can beestablished, the Analyzer forwards the
data to the OCR module in the main system, where the data is converted into text and forwarded to the
server for processing and storage.

Figures:

|. Workflow diagram.
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Data Object
Commercial Name: Gem Object
Data Object Description Language
Commercial Name: Gem Markup Language

<Dave>

Encoded Data Objects s 
Overview
The data object is an implementation ofthe encapsulated data and functionality required to use, view, and
manipulate the data captured in the process described above.It’s primary features are:
¢ The original piece of important research data is ‘packaged’ with additional user-defined data.
4 The data includes the required information to create a proper reference to the original source ofthe

data as well as a method for formatting that information in popular bibliographic formats.

The languagefor transmitting data objects via standard intemet protocolsis designed using XML
(Extensible Markup Language), a tag-based textual representation ofthe data, meta-data, and bibliographic
references that make up a data object. Optionally, the raw data may be compressed and then encoded (using
uuencode or a similar scheme) to represent binary data in text form for inclusion in the XML document.

Figures:

1. A UML diagram showing one possible implementation, [Gem.
2. An XML prototype showing a method for encoding such an object for transport via a network.
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User Services
  <<Gat> > Shesilinical)*Collecbon

<<Gat>> Cenwortal) Collecpon
<<Let>> GemStetia(NewSiatus GemObyectSurusinun)
<<Get> > GemStetus() GemOtjectStatusinum
<<let>> name(s: Sting)
<<Gat>> namet)- Sinng
<<Let>> GemiD{Ing : Long)
<<Get> GemiD() Long
<<Let>> ParentType( str * Stning)<<Get> > ParemtType() . Sting
<<Let>> ParentiD(ing . Long)
<<Get> > ParentiO() . Long
<<Let>> ParemtNamelstr : Sinng)
<<Get> > ParentNamet) « String<<Let>> CresteOate(dat : Cate)
<<Get>> CreaeDate() Date

<<Let>> Creameday(str *on<<Get>> CrestedBy()
ccLet>> Sourcedpptstr -oa)<<Get>> SourceApo() Sinng
<<cLet> > SourceCat{str . Sting)
<<Get> > SouroeCat{) : Stnng<<Let>> SourceMachineName(str : Sting)
<<Get> > SourceMachineName() . Stning
<¢¢Let > UserTagistr « String)
<<Gem> UserTag() : Stung
¢<Let> > Desenpbon(ser : Sing)
<<Get>> Descnption() : Sting
<<Ust>> AuthorLast{str: Stnog)
¢<Gat>> AutherLan{) : Stnng
<<Let>> Source(s : String)
<<Get>> Souroal) : Sting
<<>> FromPageling : Long)<<Get> > FromPegel) : Long
<<Let> > ToPage(ing : Long)
<<Get> > ToPagal) : Long
<<Let>> PubTite(str : Sinng)
<<Get>> PubTite() String
<<Let>> PubPlacelstr - String)
<cGet> > PubPlacal) - String
<<Let>> Edfoon(str ; Stnng)
<<Get> Edrbon{) : Stnng
s<<clet>> Publesher(str : Stnag)
<¢<Get>> Pubbsher() : Stnng
<<let>> PubliceoonDete(si: Stnng)<<Get> > PubbcabonDatel) : Sinng.

: String
¢¢Let>>Pernimona(sr * Strng)

Giceeemanerracians String,seTFautter : Stnng, Optional Byv's! CaptonFlag : Byun = 3)CaicBiobSaa() * Long
GacFedsTexat) :ad  
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Object Instances of the GemServer/GemClient data.

This is an example ofinstances of the objects that may be used to implement the GemServer and
GemClient concept. There are three types ofobjects:

Root - represents the database that contains the tree structure.
Container - used to represent inner nodes (and empty nodes)ofthe tree structure.
Item - used to represent leaf nodes ofa tree structure.

Say there is a GemServer that contains has an example database that contains information aboutscary
books. The user might see a URI like this:

//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing/Carrie

The GemClient would parse the URI in the following way:

Server: gemserver.gemteq.com
Database: Examples
Path: /ScaryBooks/StephanKing
Object: Carrie

The Database, Path, and Object can then be represented as a Root, Container, and Item:

Root : Examples
Container : ScaryBooks
Container : StephanKing
Item : Carrie

The following sections are examplesofthese four types of objects. Note that the Root is a type ofcontainer
that currently may only contain Containers. A Container may contain any number of Containers and/or
Items.

lé
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Root

Examples

  <Root vers="1.0" id="218838" name="Examples" mime="application/x-gemteq-root">
<rootName>Examples for example</rootName>
<comments>Various things to play with that show a gem server in action

</comments>

<creationDate>11 Aug 1999 14:18 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>James Bondo</creatorName>
<creatorID>jbondo</creatorID>

</creator>

<server>gemserver.gemteq.corm</server>
<modificationDate>13 Aug 1999 12:03</modificationDate>
<defaultBib

format="//bibserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/GenericBook" />
<objList>

<!— all are mime:application/x-gemteq-chest by definition --!>

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 <obj id="210243234" name="ScaryBooks" >
<containerName>Scary Books</containerName>

</abj> .
<obj id="2832834" name="Various” />

<containerName>Various</containerName> 
</obj>
<obj id="2198348" name="SallyHome" />

<containerName>Sally's Home Chest</containerName>

 

 
<lobj>

</objList>
 
 </Root>
  
 

 

(¥
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Containers —

ScaryBooks

<Container vers="1.0" id="23444543234" name="ScaryBooks" mime="application/x-gemteq-chest">
<containerName>SomeScary Books</containerName>
<comments>A collection of scary books</comments>
<creationDate>11 Aug 1999 14:19 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>James Bondo</creatorName>

<creatorID>jbondo</creator[l)>
</creator>

<container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples</container>
<modificationDate>13 Aug 1999 12:03 </modificationDate>
<defaultBib format="//bibserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/GenericBook" />
<objList>

<obj id="210243234" name="StephanKing" mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">
<itemName> Misc </itemNarme>

</obj>
<obj id="21838848" name="DeanKoontz” mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">

<itemName>Dean Koontz</itemName>

</obj>

</objList>
</Container> 
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StephankKing

<Container vers="1,0" id="210243234" name="StephanKing" mime="application/x-gemteg-tray">
<containerName>Stephan King</containerName>
<comments>Acollection of books by Stephan King</comments>
<creationDate>11 Aug 1999 14:19 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>James Bondo</creatorName>

<creatorID>jbondo</creatorID>
</creator>

<container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks</container>
<modificationDate>13 Aug 1999 12:03 </modificationDate>
<defaultBib format="//bibserver.gemteq.convBibilographyFormats/GenericBook" />
<objList>

<obj id="120983838" name="Carrie"_mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">
<itemName>Carrie</itemName>

</obj>
<obj id="65683838" name="TheStand" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName>The Stand</itemName>

</obj>

<obj id="777983838" name="IT" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">
<itemName>IT</itemName>

<obj>
<obj id="76883838" name=" PetSeminary ” mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName>Pet Seminary</itemName>
<SJobj>
<obj id="120983838" name="TheLangoliers" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName> The Langoliers </itemName>
</obj>
<obj id="298948393" name="MiscNotes" mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">

<itemName>Misc Notes</itemName>

</obj>
<obj id="298948393" name="Pic" mime="application/x-gemteq-imagegem">

<itemName>Picture of Stephan King</itemName>
<obj>

</objList>
</Container>
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items

Carrie

<Item vers="1.0" id="120983838" name="Carrie” mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">
<itemName>Carrie</itemName>

<comments>Psi and teenage angst. </comments>
<creationDate> 12 Aug 1999 15:20 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>Billy Joe Jim Bob</creatorName>
<creatorID>bjjbob</ceatorID>

</creator>

<container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing</container>
<modificationDate> 14 Aug 1999 16:20 </modificationDate>
<bib format="//gemserver.gemteq.cony/BibilographyFormats/MLABook">

<author>Stephan King</author>
<publicationTitle>Carrie</publicationTitle>
<publisher>Random House</publisher>
<location>New York</location>
<ed> 3 </ed>
<vol>1 </vol>

<date> 2 Aug 1978 </date>
<pageStart>21</pageStart>
<pageEnd>43</pageEnd>
<url>http://www.misclocation.cony/some/path/doc.html</url>

</bib>

<!-- an image may havethe following attributes
datamime="image/jpg"
compression="application/x-zip"
encoding="application/uuencode”

-|>

<data mime="text/plain" compression="" encoding="">
Carrie was just a normal girl. With an wonderful mother and really good
friends. For some reason she got very angry when they dumped a bucket
ofgoo upon her at the prom.

</data>
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Data Object Transmission Protocol
Commercial Name: Gem Transmission Protocol

<Dave>

Data Transmission 

erview

The objects acquired in the research process will need to be stored. Frequently the storage location will be
network based, and this network may be slow. Although the server component described below handles the
storage process, a protocol is required for communicating with the server, as well as for the server to
respondto the client.

Fora local, single user installation, no transmission protocol is required, as method invocation may be done
using standard in-process communication mechanisms. For remote data stores maintained by a separate,
remote server module, some means of requesting data, or operations on data, and for receiving a response is
required. For this system, the protocol used is an xml-rpe like mechanism whereby requestor objects and
response objects contain the data to be transferred between client and server.

Figures:

1. Example of reference implementation.

al
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An example interaction between a GemServer and a GemClient

Atthe protocol level the GemClient communicates with the GemServer with Remote ProcedureCalls in
XML (XML-RPC) over HTTP. Examples of the data objects can be found in the Data Object section.
This section shows an example ofthis method of communication.

Asin the Data Objects section there is an Examples database on a GemServer that contains information
about scary books. The user might see a URL likethis:

//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing/Carrie

The GemClient would parse the URI into the following information:

Server: gemserver.gemteg.com
Database: Examples
Path: /ScaryBooks/StephanKing
Object: Carrie

Using this information the client then makes a remote procedurecall to the server using standard http
protocols to get the Carrie gem:

GET /RPC2 HTTP/1.1

Content-Type: text/xml
Content-length: 467

<?xml version="1.0"7>
<methodCall>

<methodName>gemserver.getObject</methodName>
<params>

<param>
<value>

<string>
&lt;?xml version="1.0"?>
&lt;getObjectParms>

&it;Database>Examples&it,/Database>
&it;Path>/ScaryBooks/StephanKing&lt/Path>
&lt;Object>Carrie&it,/Object>

&lt/getObjectParms>
</string>

</value>

</parm>
</params>

</methodCall>

 
The server will then reply with a standard http response that contains the XML-RPC response which in tum
contains the object requested. The xml portion of the response may be of many different types to represent
successorfailure ofthe RPC call. A successful responseto the above call might be:
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK

| Connection: close
Content-Length: 1272
Content-Type: text/xml
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 19:55:08 GMT

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<methodResponse>
<params><

<value>

<string>
&it:Item vers="1.0" id="120983838" name="Carrie" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

&it;itemName>Carrie&It/itemName>
&lt:comments>Psi and teenage angst. &lt,/comments>
&lt:creationDate> 12 Aug 1999 15:20 &lt,/creationDate>
&lt;creator>

&lt;creatorName>Billy Joe Jim Bob&lt;/creatorName>
&lt;creatorID>bjjbob&lt,/ceatorID>

&it;/creator>
&lt;container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing&lt;/container>
&lt;modificationDate> 14 Aug 1999 16:20 &lt,/modificationDate>
&it;bib format="//gemserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/MLABook">

&lt;author>Stephan King&lt;/author>
&lt;publicationTitle>Carrie&lt,/publicationTitle>
&it:publisher>Random House&lt;/publisher>
&lt;location>New York&lt,/location>
&ltjed> 3 &lt/ed>
&it;vol>1 &lt/vol>
&it:date> 2 Aug 1978 &lt;/date>
&it;pageStart>21&lt,/pageStart>
&lt:pageEnd>43&lt,/pageEnd>
&ltsurl>http://www.misclocation.com/some/path/doc.html& It /url>

&lty/bib>
&lt:data mime="text/plain" compression="" encoding="">

Carrie was just a normal girl. With an wonderful mother and really good
Friends. For some reason she got very angry when they dumped a bucket
of goo uponher at the prom.

&lt;/data>
&it,/Item
</string>
</value>

</param>
</params>
</methodResponse>
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Server Module
Commercial Name: Gem Server

  
 

 Server Module Data object
encoder/decoder  
 
 
 

Persistent Storage

erview

The server module encapsulates al] data access to the underlying persistent storage mechanism. This
module can run in or out of process with the client module, and run locally, as would be the case with a
single user version ofthe system, or remotely, as in a client-server implementation.

The server receives requests encoded according to the specification set forth above, decodes them, and
determines whataction is requested. Ifrequired it processes the request according to preset rules (using the
data object router) and, if required, posts or acquires the appropriate data from persistent storage. A
response is then encoded and returnedto the client.

For multi-user, secure environments, the server also implementsinterfaces to add, update, and delete user
accounts and permissions, so as to provide customizable security for accessing the underlying data store.
This security may be a layer on top ofthe persistent storage mechanism, or it may pass through to the
native security model ofthat system.

The Role of Persistent Stora

Persistent storageis vital to the system, however, the type of persistent storage mechanism used is masked
from the underlying workings of the system by the server component. It may thus be implemented in any of
a number of commercially available database systems.

Figures:

1. A flow-chart showing server request/response.

2. AUML diagram of one possible implementation, IGemfactory.

3. Reference implementation of a possible database schema. (somefields omitted)

ZY
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Server Moduie

Commercial Name: Gem Server

Overview

The server module encapsulates all data access to the underlying persistent storage mechanism. This
module can run in or out of process with the client module, and run locally, as would be the case with a
single user version of the system, remotely, as in a client-server implementation or overthe Internet, via
standardprotocols.

Theserver receives requests encoded according to the specification set forth above, decodes them, and
determines whataction is requested. If required it processes the request according to preset mules (using the
data object router) and, if required, posts or acquires the appropriate data from persistent storage. A
response is then encoded and returnedto theclient.

For multi-user, secure environments, the server also implements interfaces to add, update, and delete user
accounts and permissions,so as to provide customizable security for accessing the underlying data store.
This security may bea layer on top ofthe persistent storage mechanism,or it may pass throughto the
native security model ofthat system.

TheRoleofPersistentStorage
Persistent storageis vital to the system, however, the type of persistent storage mechanism used is masked
from the underlying workingsof the system by the server component. It may thus be implementedin any
of a number of commercially available database systems.
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Workflow—datagathering

Clientcollects data, packagesit into a data object, and sends it to the client-side object encoder/decoder
where it is converted into a form thatis transferable overexisting network protocols, In one

implementation, XML is used to encode the data object and an XML-RPC (remote procedure call) is used
to wrap the data in a method call that provides the raw data and any additional required parameters.

The Client contacts the server on a well known port (using HTTP and Java Servlets in one possible
implementation) and a socket is opened, uponestablishing a successful connection, the client transmits the
data, for example the XML-RPC method call containing the XML-encodeddata object.

The server’s object encoder/decoderreceives the data, parses the methodcall, parses the encoded data
object, and passesit to the objectrouter. In an XML implementation, the XML tags are parsed and the
transmitted data objects rebuilt and forwarded for routing along with passed parameterslike database
name.

The object router then performs the requested operation. In the XML based implementation discussed here,
this could be a method requesting the data be saved, and providing the database in whichto saveit, the data
to be saved, and other required parameters.

If location or other required information ismissing, the router can apply pre-set ‘rules’ (which have been
configured onthe server)to the data. For example,if a location within the database is not supplied, a rule
mightexist that routes all data containing a particular phrase to a particular location. In another example,if
the data comes from a source(in this case a URL)that is known to provide offensive material, the data
could be discarded.

The server interacts with the persistent storage implementation and persists the data.

Finally, the Server would retum to the client an indication that the operation was successful. In the XML-
based example followed here, this might be a ‘callback’ using XML-RPC,or even the simple transmission
of a alphanumeric code indicating success orfailure. The connection can then be closed to conserve server
resources.

Client - GUI

Client — Process Response
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(see Object Instances within Gem Server)

A userinteraction occurs that requiresalisting ofavailable data items, but does not require the details of
each item. Examplesinclude expanding a node in a hierarchical depiction of a database or producing a
report on database contents.

The client encodes a request to return all items within a given container, the request includesthe unique Id
ofthe requested containerornull,to list the root containers. In one implementation, an XML-RPC callis
composed.

The Client contacts the server on a well known port (using HTTP and JavaServlets in one possible
implementation) and a socket is opened, upon establishing a successful connection, the client transmits the
data, For example the XML-RPC methodcall containing the request tolist the contents ofthe container
provided.

The serverinteracts with the persistent storage mechanism andretrievesthe desiredlist.

The data object encoder/decoder then ‘packages’ the response in a form that can be transmitted to the
client. The response will either contain the data requested, or an error code indicating the reasonfor failure.
In the XML-RPC implementation, the response is encoded in an XML document whichis transmitted to
the client over the connection.

The client parses the response and displays the appropriate GUI to theuser. In the XML example, the
client-side encoder/decoder parses the XMLtags and constructs the appropriate objects to update the users
view or produce a report. The connection can then be closed to conserve server resources.
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Werk few=il sisat —pparana tata
(see Client Server Example)

A userinteraction occurs that requires thedetails of a specific data object. Examples include requesting to
view or modify an existing object, create a new object, or drag or copy an object elsewhere.

The client encodes a request to return the data object required, the request includes the unique Id ofthe
requested object. In one implementation, an XML-RPC call is composed.

The Client contacts the server on a well known port (using HTTP and Java Servlets in one possible
implementation) and a socket is opened, upon establishing a successful connection,the client transmits the
data. For example the XML-RPC methodcall containing the request to obtain the required data object.

The serverinteracts with the persistent storage mechanism andretrieves the fields required to create the
object.

The data object encoder/decoder then ‘packages’ the responsein a form that can be transmitted to the
client. The response will either contain the data object requested, or an error codeindicating the reason for
failure. In the XML-RPC implementation, the response is encoded in an.XML document whichis
transmitted to the client over the connection.

Theclient parses the response anddisplays the appropriate GUI to the user. In the XML example, the
client-side encoder/decoder parses the XMLtags and constructs the appropriate object to update the users
view. The connection can then be closed to conserve server resources.

Client — Process Response
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A userinteraction occurs that requiresa listing of available data items that meetcertain criteria, but does
not require the details of each item. Examples include interacting with a dialog that requests search terms to
producea listing or report.

The client encodes a request to return all items meeting the desired criteria, the request includesthecriteria
to be applied. In one implementation, an XML-RPC call is composed containing the search method name,
the criteria desired, and any other required parameters.

The Client contacts the server on a well known port (using HTTP and Java Servlets in one possible
implementation) and a socketis opened, upon establishing a successful connection, the client transmits the
data. For example the XML-RPC method call described above.

The server interacts with the persistent storage mechanism andretrieves thelist of items that meet the
search criteria.

The data object encoder/decoder then ‘packages’ the response in a form that can be transmitted to the
client. The responsewill either contain the data requested, or an error code indicating the reasonforfailure.
In the XML-RPCimplementation, the response is encoded in an XML document whichis transmitted to
the client over the connection.

The client parses the responseand displays the appropriate GUI to the user. In the XML example,the
client-side encoder/decoder parses the XMLtags and constructs the appropriate objects to update the users
view or produce a report. The connection can then be closed to conserveserver resources.

Client - GUI

Client - Object Encoder

Server - Object Decoder

Query Processor

 
| Server - Object Encoder |

Client - Object Decoder

Client - Process Response
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Otherworkflows

Techniques outlined above can be applied to otherinteractions employed by the system.

@ Adding/deleting/updating containers
@ Adding/deleting/updating users and permissions
@ Adding/deleting/updating rules and other server configuration parameters
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Object Instances of the GemServer/GemClient data.

This is an example ofinstancesof the objects that may be used to implement the GemServer and
GemClient concept. There are three types of objects:

Root - represents the database that contains the tree structure.
Container- used to represent inner nodes (and empty nodes) ofthe tree structure.
Item - used to represent leaf nodes ofa tree structure.

Say there is a GemServer that contains has an example database that contains information aboutscary
books. The user might see a URI likethis:

//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/Stephanking/Carrie

The GemClient would parse the URI in the following way:

Server: gemserver.gemteq.com
Database: Examples
Path: /ScaryBooks/StephanKing
Object: Carrie

The Database, Path, and Object can then berepresented as a Root, Container, and Item:

Root : Examples
Container: ScaryBooks
Container: StephanKing
Item : Carrie

The following sections are examples of these four types of objects. Note that the Rootis a type of container
that currently may only contain Containers. A Container may contain any number of Containers and/or
Items.
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Root

Examples

<Root vers="1.0" id="218838" name="Examples" mime="application/x-gemteq-root">
<rootName>Examples for example</rootName>
<comments>Various things to play with that show a gem server in action

</comments>

<creationDate>11 Aug 1999 14:18 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>James Bondo</creatorName>

<creatorID>jbondo</creatorID>
</creator>

<server>gemserver.gemteq.com</server>
<modificationDate>13 Aug 1999 12:03</modificationDate>
<defaultBib

format="//bibserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/GenericBook"/>
<objList>

<|-- all are mime: application/x-gemteq-chest by definition --!>

<obj id="210243234" name="ScaryBooks" >
<containerName>Scary Books</containerName>

Sobj>
<obj id="2832834" name="Various" />

<containerName>Various</containerName>

</obj>
<obj id="2198348" name="SallyHome"/>

<containerName>Sally's Home Chest</containerName>
</obj>

</objList>
</Root>
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Containers

ScaryBooks

<Container vers="1.0" id="23444543234" name="ScaryBooks” mime="application/x-gemteq-chest">
<containerName>Some Scary Books</containerName> ‘
<comments>A collection of scary books</comments>
<creationDate>11 Aug 1999 14:19 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>James Bondo</creatorName>

<creatorID>jbondo</creatorID>
</creator>

<container>//gemserver,gemteq.com/Examples</container>
<modificationDate>13 Aug 1999 12:03 </modificationDate>
<defaultBib format="//bibserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/GenericBook"/>
<objList>

<obj id="210243234" name="StephanKing” mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">
<itemName> Misc </itemName>

</obj>
<obj id="21838848" name="DeanK.oontz" mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">

<itemName>Dean Koontz</itemName>

</obj>

</objList>
</Container> 

3#
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Stephanking

<Container vers="1.0" id="210243234" name="StephanKing" mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">
<containerName>Stephan King</containerName>
<comments>A collection of books by Stephan King</comments>
<creationDate>11 Aug 1999 14:19 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>James Bondo</creatorName>

<creatorID>jbondo</creatorID>
</creator>

<container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks</container>
<modificationDate>13 Aug 1999 12:03 </modificationDate>
<defaultBib format="//bibserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/GenericBook"/>
<objList>

<obj id="120983838" name="Carrie" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem'">
<itemName>Carrie</itemName>

</obj>
<obj id="65683838" name="TheStand" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName>The Stand</itemName>

</obj>

  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
 <obj id="777983838" name="IT" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName>IT</itemName>

</obj>
<obj id="76883838" name=" PetSeminary " mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName>Pet Seminary</itemName>
</obj>
<obj id="120983838" name="TheLangoliers" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">

<itemName> The Langoliers </itemName>
</obj>
<obj id="298948393" name="MiscNotes" mime="application/x-gemteq-tray">

<itemName>Misc Notes</itemName>

<Jobj>
<obj id="298948393" name="Pic" mime="application/x-gemteq-imagegem">

<itemName>Picture of Stephan King</itemName>
</obj>

  

     
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

 </objList>  
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Items

Carrie

<Item vers="1.0"id="120983838" name="Carrie"” mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">
<itemName>Carrie</itemName>

<comments>Psi and teenage angst. </comments>
<creationDate> 12 Aug 1999 15:20 </creationDate>
<creator>

<creatorName>Billy Joe Jim Bob</creatorName>

<creatorID>bjjbob</ceatorID>
</creator>

<container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing</container>
<modificationDate> 14 Aug 1999 16:20 </modificationDate>
<bib format="//gemserver.gemteq.com/BibilographyFormats/MLABook">

<author>Stephan King</author>
<publicationTitle>Carrie</publicationTitle>
<publisher>Random House</publisher>
<location>New York</location>
<ed> 3 </ed>
<vol>1 </vol>

<date> 2 Aug 1978 </date>
<pageStart>21</pageStart>
<pageEnd>43</pageEnd>
<url>http://www.misclocation.com/some/path/doc.html</url>

</bib>

<!-- an image mayhavethe following attributes
datamime="image/jpg"
compression="application/x-zip"
encoding="application/uuencode"

--|>

<data mime="text/plain" compression="" encoding="">
Carrie was just a normalgirl. With an wonderful motherandreally good
friends. For some reason she got very angry when they dumped a bucket
of goo uponher at the prom.

</data>  
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An example interaction between a GemServer and a GemClient

At the protocollevel the GemClient communicates with the GemServer with Remote Procedure Calls in

XML (XML-RPC) over HTTP. Examplesofthe data objects can be found in the Data Object section.
This section shows an example of this method of communication.

Asin the Data Objects section there is an Examples database on a GemServer that contains information
about scary books. The user might see a URI likethis:

/Igemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing/Carrie

The GemClient would parse the URI into the following information:

Server: gemserver.gemteq.com
Database: Examples
Path: /ScaryBooks/StephanKing
Object: Carrie

4O
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Using this informationthe client then makes a remote procedurecallto the server using standard http
protocols to get the Carrie gem:

   

 
GET /RPC2 HTTP/1.1

Content-Type: text/xml
Content-length: 467

 
 
 

 

<?xml _version="1.0"7>
<methodCall>

<methodName>gemserver.getObject</methodName>
<params>

<param>

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Connection: close

Content-Length: 1272
Content-Type: text/xml
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 19:55:08 GMT

  
  

 
 
 
 

  

  
 
 

 
 <?xml version="1.0"?>

<methodResponse>
<params>
<param>
<value>

<string>

&lit;Item vers="1.0" id="120983838" name="Carrie" mime="application/x-gemteq-textgem">
&lt;itemName>Carrie&It;/itemName>
&it;comments>Psi and teenage angst. &lt;/comments>
&lt;creationDate> 12 Aug 1999 15:20 &lt;/creationDate>
&lt;creator>

&it;creatorName>Billy Joe Jim Bob&lt;/creatorName>
&lt;creatorID>bjjbob&lt;/ceatorID>

&lt,/creator>

&lt,container>//gemserver.gemteq.com/Examples/ScaryBooks/StephanKing&It:/container>
&lt;modificationDate> 14 Aug 1999 16:20 &lt:/modificationDate>
&lt;bib format="//gemserver.gemteq.con/BibilographyFormats/MLABook">

&lt;author>Stephan King&lt;/author>
&lt;publicationTitle>Carrie&It;/publicationTitle>
&lt;publisher>Random Housedelt;/publisher>
&lt;location>New York&lt;/location>
&ltjed> 3 &lt/ed>
&ltvol>1 &lt/vol>
&lt;date> 2 Aug 1978 &lt;/date>
&lt;pageStart>21&lt;/pageStart>
&lt;pageEnd>43&lt;/pageEnd>
&lt;url>http://www.misclocation.com/some/path/doc.html&It:/url>

&lt;/bib> .
&lt;data mime="text/plain" compression="" encoding="">

Carrie was just a normal gitl. With an wonderful mother and really good
Friends. For somereason she got very angry whenthey dumped a bucket
of goo uponherat the prom.

&lt;/data>
&lt;/Item
</string>
</value>

</param>
</params>
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Client Module
Commercial Name: e-Gems

Client Module

Language Module

Plain/formatted Text
Module

Graphics Module

Speech-to-text
Module

Data object
encoder/decoder

System Clipboard
Data Manager
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Audio/Visual
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OCR Module

 
  
 
  
 
 
 

 

 

  
 

Import/Export
Module   
 
 
 

Data Viewer

 

 
 

 

 ‘Folding Windows" UI

 
Overview
The client module allows the user to interact with the systems functions. Data acquisition via the Data
Target and Analyzer/Conduit has already been described. In addition, modules exist to further enhance the
data acquisition, storage and usage cycle. Finally, the client module provides the main user interface
through whicha user interacts with the system. This UI accomplishes two tasks, thefirst is to allow full
access to the systems functions and configuration, the second is to present a small screen package that does
not interfere with the user’s work in other applications. This is accomplished via the ‘Folding Windows’
metaphor described in the next section.

Module Roles
Plairformatted Text Module, Graphics Module, andImport/Export Module
These make upthe corefunctionality for acquiring and using basic image and text data, as well as
packaging that data for transfer between databases.

Language Module
This module allows for the in-line translation of text in one language to text in another language.

Speech-to-text Module
This allowsfor the translation oftext to audio and vice versa.

Palm-iop Device Synchronizer
This module allows for the acquisition of data from palm top devices during routine synchronization
procedures with the main computer. ,

Audio/Visual Module

This allows for the capture, storage and retransmission of audio and video data.

OCR Module
This module allows for the conversion of scanned text into editable text data.
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Data Viewer

Commercial Names: Gem View, Gem Board, Gem Space

Data Viewer

‘Folding Windows’ Ul 
ew

Data Viewer provides one or more the Viewsinto the research systems Model. These viewsallow the user
to interact with the system in any of several ways. The central feature ofthe data viewer is to provide
maximal access to system features, while allowing the user to continue work with other external
applications. The interactions available can be grouped into three broad categories:

¢ Gathering/Refining/Editing data
¢@ Classifying and Storing data
@ Retrieving and using the data

These actions access subroutinesin the client module and it’s sub-modules, and may involve additional
calls into the server moduleto satisfy requests to add, edit, or delete data items.

Roles of the Data Viewer
The data viewer componentis notlimited to one implementation. Any UI component that fulfills the three
functional areas described above should be compatible with the overall system. Possible implementations
include: :

¢ Ahierarchical browser, allowing the easy categorization, retrieval and use (via drag and drop or copy
andpaste) ofthe stored data objects.

¢ An authoring environment, allowing the redistribution ofthe data objects contents in popular
structured documentformats.

¢ A spatial organization environment, allowing the user to group data objects together on an ad-hoc
basis by spatial/visual orientation, color, and the like.

Figures:
1. Foldable Windows Spec
2. UI Prototype screenshots.
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Folding Windows

Folding windowsis an alternate method of displaying data to the user. Rather than the typical pop-up
window concept where new information is presented to the user as a new window appearingon top ofthe
old window( or even where the new information is displayed in place of existing information). The Folding
Window concept has the information displayed along side the old window. The allows the UI designer to
add and subtract data from the display in a consistent and non-distracting manner. The visual method by
which windowsare added or removed from the display is not prescribed. An animation ofasliding
window,or an animation of the window “folding” out from behind the existing window are two examples
of how a window may be added or removed from an existing group of windows.

New single windows or new groups of window may added to the existing group of windowsalong
alternating axis. Then when single or groups of windowsare removed they are done so along the sameaxis
by which they were created.

Wehave identified three different folding window techniques and one extension that are outlined below.

1. The Basic Folding Window Concept
2. The Simple Versions of Folding windows
3. The Complex Version of Folding windows
4. An Extension to Folding Windows

14
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1. The Basic Folding Window Concept

WindowA is anysize or shape.

) ~) &

Fig. 1. Some possible Shapes of Window A.

When moreinformation needs to be displayed a new windowBis displayed to the side of A along the x or
y axis.

¥

Fig. 2. Coordinate System for this Document.

rE
Fig. 3. B extencs from A alongthex axis.

 
B may appear via some animation process orjust be created in place.

When moreinformation needsto be shown to the user window areaCis created along an axis that is
orthogonal to the axis along which B extended.  
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Fig. 4. C extends from AB along the y axis.

The next window to be added (D) will extend from the ABC group along the x axis. Window E would then
be added along the next orthogonal axis. Note that any added windowsdo notoveriap the current window.
They merely appear along side the initial window groupings. Figure 5 showsthe results of adding D and E
to ABC.

 
Fig, 5. The result of adding window D to ABC and E to ABCD. Note that the arrows indicate the axis that the

window was added along and the number of arrows show the order in which the windows are added.
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Note that windows may be added in either the positive or negative direction on an axis. It’s is the
alternation betweenthe orthogonal axis that is a signature of the Folding Windows technique.

Removal of windows

Removal of a window is done by collapsing a window alongthe axis that it onginally expanded along. So
in figure 5 window E would go back up into ABCDalong the y axis. D would then go into ABC alongthe
x axis and so on.
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2. The Simple Versions of Folding Windows

Folding WindowsSpaceFilling Mode

e Alternation ofthe axis of addition

e Added windowisfull length/height of existing window group.

This behavior is shown in figures I - 5.

Folding Windows Space Filling Mode - Constrained

Somealternation of the axis of addition.

After a predetermined level of grouping is reached (n) the windowsstart to appear in such a
waythat the 2nthlevel is the last one that can be added. Thatis, the goal is to fill a space
that is twice that of the area described by the groupat level n.

 
Fig. 6. Dis added to ABC at the height ofC. Eis then added to ABCDat the width of B.F is finally added

to ABCDEat the height of A to completely fill a space that is twice the area of ABC. Thisis just one
example of how the goal of the Space Filling Mode — Constrained can be met.

Gg
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3. The Complex Version of Folding Windows

Folding Windows Free Form

e Somealternation ofthe axis of addition.
e Added windowis any length/height.
¢ No notion oflimiting the amount of space used.

 
ue Fig. 7. Folding Windows Free Form. Notice that alteration ofaxis is not a strict rule. Also that windows can be of
. any relative shape and size and donot haveto be attached to the n-1 window.
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4. An Extension to Folding Windows

With any ofthe above Folding window techniques:

e Add either a single windowor group ofwindowsat eachstep.
e The windowscan be removed as groupsorsingles.

Primary
Behavior

Behavior 
—_—_> —>
>

Fig. 8, CD emerge from AB and E emerges from ABCD. Butthere is sub behavior such that E will go into
CDand D will then go into C. Or the whole group of CDE can emerge and be retracted into AB.

Secondary =--""">

SC
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we o% : \Ay. 2
Atstart-up, the application window is collapsed around a single point — in this case, the icon
representing the data target.

Selmiycg

 
Upon the appropriate user action,for example, clicking the icon or it’s context menu, the application
expands left to revealfurtherfunctionality.

 
Clicking the downward arrow expands the application to reveal a view area.

Sy
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Clicking the left pointing arrow has expanded a detail view ofthe item.
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2. "Tester” means the party testing the unreleased beta
softvare programs.

of the beta software programs being made available for
testing under this Agreement.

4. "Product” means all Softuvare, electronic manuals and
other electronic documentation included in this package

|

3. "Softvare” means the unreleased object code version
|

Finally, an editing area is revealed.
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Gemte Functional Specification’ Workgroup Gems
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1 Overview

Workgroup Gemsis an advanced knowledge management and collaboration tool with applications for
individual users as well. It is designed to allow for the capture of specific information from virtually any
source document, without requiring the saving or indexing of the whole document, or maintaininga link to
it. This important data is automatically saved to a shared database, where any authorized user can query it.
This information gathering processis intuitive and does not intrude on the user's experience within the
source application. This document outlines the functional specification of Workgroup Gems version1.0.

Forpurposes ofthis document, a ‘Gem’ is any part of some source documentofinterest to the end-user. A
‘Source Document’is the original, larger document with which the user is working. A ‘Source Application’
is the software product that generated the source document, oris being used to view it,

Vision/Scope Note:
Workgroup Gemsversion 1.0 will include the core data capture, storage, and search engines described in
the Vision/Scope phase of the project. The Gem Board and other usefulutilities and authoring tools will be
broughtout as a separate product and are not a part of this functional specification.

2 BackgroundInformation
Workgroup Gemstakes a unique approach to the managementand indexing of source documents, and,
perhapsfor the first time, brings these tools to the average PC user. The Workgroup Gems product concept
is founded on three basic requirements ofthe user.

« Users performing research through electronic media are most frequently interested in the specific parts
ofa source documentthat pertain to their research, rather than the document as a whole.In this sense,
documents are formatted text, spreadsheets, charts, drawings, images, sounds,video clips or any other
electronically stored data.

e The selected portions of the document will continueto be useful, and therefore would benefit from
separate categorization and archival for easy retrieval at a later time.

© These saved portions of source documents will be useful in the constructionoffuture documentsby the
user or others in the user’s work group.

 
Workgroup Gems meetsall of these needs in a product that is powerful, extensible, and easy to learn and
use by leveraging the users knowledge ofthe familiar Microsoft Windows graphical user interface.
Workgroup Gemsis constructed around industry standards such as Microsoft's Component Object Model
andit's derivatives, such as OLE (Object Linking and Embedding).

® Users ofWorkgroup Gems will see a small, but easily recognizable icon that floats aboveall other
documents currently open on their computer desktop.

e As users read through documents, they may highlight portions of text and images with their mouse and
drag them to the icon. This action creates a component of the original document called a 'Gem’.

* Gems are saved ina relational database, where they are stored forlater use.
« Advanced queries can be made to search the gem database.
e Gemscan be used in new documents authored by users.

3 Goals

The development ofWorkgroup Gemsfollows an object-oriented technique wherever possible to facilitate
the easy expansionoffuture version’s features. The application is designed to minimize a user’s learning
curve and have a minimal impact on other applications running on the desktop.

3.1 Design Goals

@ Easy feature set extensibility

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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® Componentarchitecture

®@ Database agnostic access to data

3.2 Usability Goals

@ Minimize intrusion on user’s experience in other apps
®@ Eliminate UI clutter to save screen real-estate

@ Simple and intuitive UI

3.3 Constraints and Exceptions
User interface design goals limit physical size ofUI on screen, requiring tradeoffs in UI
presentation and task definition. Use of a mouse orother pointing device will be required for
acceptable user experience.

4 Features and Services Description

4.1 Overview

The application consists of a user interface and database engine running on the workstation, and a
shared datafile available via a network. The application is designed in keeping with COM
conceptsandutilizes ActiveX controls to encapsulate major areas of functionality. The diagram
belowillustrates the key components ofthe system. 
4,2 User interface Features

The user interface can be described using broad areas of functionality. These are listed below, with
their respective feature sets. Most ofthe ‘behind-the-scenes’ functionality is provided by custom
controls as described in the ‘ComponentSpecification’ section. The userinterface is provided by
the application’s main executable, ‘Gems.exe’, whichis installed on the user’s workstation.

4.2.1 Gem Icon

»
The Gem Iconis the key UI element of Workgroup Gems.It provides a visual ‘hot spot’
for drag and drop, a cue that the application is running, and access to extended UI

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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elements. Most ofthe behavior of the Gem iconis encapsulated iin the GemTarget .
component.

® Borderless floating icon.

@ Provides drag and droptarget.

® Access to additional functions via double-click, right-click menu, or keyboard
shortcut.

®@ Changescolor indicating class of active source application.

Can be moved anywhere on desktop.

4.2.2 Gem Toolbar

The Gem Toolbar provides access to the extended feature set via a compact floating tool
palette. It is activated by double-clicking the Gem Icon, or by right-click menu or
keyboard shortcut. The Gem Toolbar displays the following buttons:

® Capture Clipboard ~ makes a gem ofdata copied from other applications

Search — activates search dialog to query gem database.

Gem Explorer — activates Gem Explorer.

Options Dialog — activates Options dialog.

Exit — quits the application.

4.2.3 Search Dialog
UUPeg

SichSeah fetementSect -
Enteryourseachin plain languages :, :
For exarmpar Showmeagemsascashon eeSi 

The Search Dialog allowsa user to browse the Gems database for specific data.It
consists of a two-tab dialog. One tab is for ‘Quick Search’, which allows simple searches
on any combination ofdatafields. The second tab is for ‘Advanced Search’, which
allows advanced English-query processing.

© Input simple queries or English-language queries.

@ Results displayed in a ‘Gem Explorer’ window.
@=Results are cleared by a new search orby clicking the explorer button on the

toolbar again.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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4.2.4 Gem Explorer

Financials
@ Company Coninbubon
DP Microsoft Stock Performance
PP Zapata Cop
Germteg Documents:
Paitners

®D HPinfo Email)
> HP Press Quote 

The Gem Exploreris a hierarchical view of the Gem Database.It uses a metaphor based
on the concept of *Chests’ containing ‘Trays’ that contain either other trays, or gems.
This view is depicted using a Tree-View. The structure of the database can be changed
{i.e.: gems can be placed under different chests and trays) via drag and drop.

@ Drag and drop of gems within explorer.

@ Right-Click menu for creating/editing chests, trays, etc.

@ Gemscan be dragged onto an application document, data is copied to the
document.

4.2.5 Options Dialog

Chaent DataFhe” 
The Options dialog is a catchall for miscellaneoususer settings and database actions.

@ General Tab

« Display dialog on capture
Indicates whether new gems should be stored in a ‘Unfiled’ tray to be
updated later, or if dialog prompts the user each time a gem is captured.

® Database Tab
= Select/Create Data File

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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«  Repair.Compact database
= Edit ChestsTrays

©=Import/Export Tab
* Allows data to be imported from other gem data files or exported to other

gem data files.

4.2.6 Capture Gem Dialog

  

  

beMeee ents

Gem Source: bicrosoftWord - Gems Functional Spaciicaion doc
Size <Unknow-

 
The Capture Gem Dialog is used whenever gem data is created, edited or previewed.It
consists of three tabs, the contents ofwhich describe the data for the gem. Refer to the
Database schema section or the Gem Object specification for a thorough discussion of
data fields.

® General Tab — Supporting data on gem (name, keywords, etc.)

® Bibliography Tab - Data required to build a bibliography entry.

® Preview Tab — Actual gem data. Displayed via the GemViewer component.

In addition to processing gem data, the dialog can be used for previewing gem data and
copying all or part ofthe gem to a target document.

4.3 Database Features and Schema

The system uses the JET database engine and JET database files in version 1.0. Access to the data
is encapsulated in the GemDb component described in the ‘Component Specification’ section. The
database consists offields for storing supporting information about a particular gem, along with a
BLOBfield for storing the raw, compressed gem data itself.

4.3.1 Search

Workgroup Gems accomplishesbasic search capabilities using SQL behind the scenes.
Users are prompted for inputcriteria that are pre-processed by the database component
into standard SQL syntax, then forwarded to the db engine for evaluation. This is
accomplished via a simple method call to the GemDb component.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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4.3.2 Natural Language Query -

aaddition to simple, criteria based queries, users can ask questions in plain English. A3"-party componentis used to translate English language queries into SQL before
submitting them to the db engine. The complexities of this vendor-supplied component
are encapsulated in the GemDb component.

4.3.3 Data Import and Export
Gem data structures (i.e.: Gems, Trays, and Chests) can be imported and exported
between gem data files in order to facilitate sharing, as well as the distribution of
compiled gem ‘libraries’.

4.3.4 Security
In version 1.0, security is primarily targeted at simple control over user access to a
particular Gem data file, as well as individual Chests within the file. Each gem data file
contains its own security information - user accounts are configured for eachfile and
data is contained along side the rest of the data for the application. Security follows a user
— group — permission metaphor. Security in version 1.0 features:

© Activate/Deactivate security entirely.

Create new data files.

Create/Delete/Change Chests.

Create/Delete/Change Trays.

Create/Delete/Change Gems.
Secure individual Chests.

Version 1.0 will not include encryption, however each gem will be compressed, so casual
viewing ofthe database file using a disk editor will not reveal the actual contents of the
gem data. Note on security: The UI for maintaining security is yet to be determined.

 
4.3.5 Data Compression

Storing data, especially graphics files, and graphics embedded in rich text, is disk-“space
intensive. Therefore, Workgroup Gems will store gem data in compressed form. A 3"
party vendor’s Zip compatible compressionlibrary is used to compressdata before
copying it to the database. This compressionis transparent to the user and encapsulated in
the GemDb component.
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4.3.6 Data Table Layout

 
5 Usage Scenarios
The sections belowillustrate a series oftypical user-interactions to accomplish specific tasks using
Workgroup Gems. All scenarios assume the gems application is already running, having been started
manually or by being placed in the WindowsStart Updirectory.

5.1 Working with Source Applications
As Mary works in various applications, moving from one application to the other, the easily
recognizable gem icon appearsfloating above these programs, changing color accordingto the
class ofactive application. She may move the icon wherever she wishes on the desktop. Double-
clicking the icon expandsit into a toolbar, right-clicking displays a context menu.

5.2 Capturing a Gem — Drag and Drop
Mary is researching a topic using the Internet and/or various internal documents. She uncovers a
paragraph that addresses this project, highlights the paragraph with her mouse, and drags it onto
the floating gem icon. Upon dropping the data ontheicon, she is prompted for supporting
information via a standard dialog box — she clicks the ‘Save’ button and continues her work.

5.3 Capturing a Gem - Clipboard
Janeis researching a topic using the Intemet and/or various internal documents. She uncovers a
paragraph that addresses the topic a project she knows her coworker Mary is working on, however
her current application does not support drag and drop. She highlights the paragraph with hers
mouse and’selects Edit | Copy from the menu bar. She right-clicksthe floating icon and selects
Capture Clipboard from the context menu. She is prompted for supporting information via a
standard dialog box — she clicks the ‘Save’ button and continues her work.

5.4 Browsing and Using Gems
Josephis editing a document and wants to quote some supporting documentation to support his
position. He remembers a project similar to his was completed some time ago. He expands the
floating icon into a toolbar and clicks the ‘Gem Explorer’ button. After browsingthe list, he still
can’t find the desired information, so he clicks the ‘Find Gems’ button, enters somecriteria and
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clicks ‘OK’ Hefinds the quote he needsin the list of results and drags it onthis document. The
quote becomes part of his document.

5.5 Filing Gems
Mary has been savingall her gems in an ‘unfiled’ tray. She now wantsto file them in appropriate
places. She expands the toolbar, clicks the ‘Gem Explorer’ button and in the resulting hierarchical
view ofthe database, she drags the unfiled gems to the Chests and Trays she wants them to appear
in. If required, she can use the explorer’s right-click menu to create new chests and trays.

5.6 Setting a new Data File
Gary maintains a private data file for gems he gathers for his personal use. His application
currently points to the corporate gem database. He double-clicks the icon to expand the toolbar,
clicks the Options’ button. On theresulting dialog he selects the ‘Database’ tab and edits the
“Current Data File’ property to point to his private data file. He clicks ‘OK’ Gary is now working
with his own data file. ;

6 ComponentSpecification
The Gemsapplication is founded ona trio of ActiveX controls and their supporting objects and collections
which provide COM interfacesforall major activities of the application. These componentsare collected in
a single Control (OCX) file called ‘GemLib’. The functional specification for these objects follows. Note
that method, property and event descriptions only include itemsspecific to these classes. Implementations
for standard methods, properties, and events governing focus, tab order, and UI interaction are included
implicitly.

(Component:|GemlibGem Provides a meansfor the sharing of gem objects between the three
components.

Specification:
The three components share between them a commonclass of object called ‘Gem’. The Gem object
encapsulates the gem concept, whichis information about a gem entered by the user as well as raw gem
data, allowing all three components to transfer gems between them.

Methods: Parameters: Description:

Properties: Data Type:

GemLib.GemData

Main Function: Provides a meansfor the sharing of raw gem data (presentation data)
between the three components. . 

Specification: :
The three components share between them a commonclass ofobject called ‘GemData’. The GemData
object consists primarily ofa series ofdata-members (properties) and facilitates the sharing of raw gem
data between the three components. The GemData object is a property ofthe Gem object, and can also exist
onits own, depending on whether entire gems, orjust the gem presentation data are being worked with. In
addition, the GemData object provides methods for dealing with data persistence.
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Methods: Parameters: Description:
SaveGem A string representing the path and

file nameto save the data to.

LoadGem A string representing the path and
file name to load the data from.

Properties: Data Type:

Text String

TextRTF String

Picture Bitmap or Metafile
(OLEPictureDisp)

GemLib.GemTarget

Main Function: Provides a visual hot spot to drag gem data to on the screen. Also provides
capture ofclipboard data. .

Specification:
The GemTarget is an ActiveX control that presents a visual cue that a user can drag data to an area on a
window to create a gem.It provides the programmer with functions that capture clipboard data, for
supporting source applications that do not support drag and drop. In addition, it communicates the arrival of
gem data via events. It also tracks when a potential source application changes, so the programmer can take
action based on various source applications. Finally, GemTarget can display a picture oricon.

  

Methods: Parameters: Description:

CaptureClipboard Triggers the GemCapture event with
a GemData object containing the
captured clipboard data.

Properties: Data Type:

CurrentSourceApp String The title text ofthe active source
application. Read-only.

Events: Parameters:

GemCapture A GemData object containing the
captured data.

SourceAppChange_Astring representing the title text of
the new source application.

GemLib.GemViewer

Provides a multipurpose viewer for previewing and limited editing of gem
data.

Specification;
The GemViewer is an ActiveX controlthat allowsforthe visual display ofgem data. It consists of a viewer
window that allows users to preview gem data and dolirnited editing ofthe data, Version 1.0 of
GemViewer supports Rich Text and Graphics formats. Support for these formats comes from a 3™-party
vendor’s tool for displaying Rich Text and another vendor's tool for handling graphics.
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Methods: Parameters: : Return Value:

Properties: Data Type:

Picture A reference to a Picture Object This initializes the display

Text String This initializes the display

TextRTF String Thisinitializes the display

Events: Parameters:

Component: GemLib.GemDb

Provides a COMinterface to all Gem database operations.

Specification:
GemDbencapsulates all data access to the data file (a JET MDBfile). GemDb transparently handles
the compression of raw gem data using a 3"-party vendor’s ZIP compression tools. GemDb handles
English-Language queries using a 3“.party vendor’s tools. Version 1.0 of GemDb is implemented as an
interface-less ActiveX control.

 
 

Methods: Parameters: Return Value:

GetGem Guid representing unique id of a A gem object.
gem.

ListChests N/A An array of chests namesand ids.

ListTraysByChest Guid representing unique id of a An array oftray namesandids.
chest.

ListGemsByTray Guid representing unique id of a An array ofgem names and ids.
tray.

SearchGems Search criteria. An array ofgem namesandids.

SearchGemsEx English query string. An array ofgem names andids.
CreateDb Path and file name ofnew database

file.

CreateGem Initial Property Values An initialized Gem Object.

SaveGem A Gem Object.
DeleteGem A Gem Id.

CreateTray A Tray name, parent chest id, ancl
parenttrayid.

SaveTray A Tray Id, new name, parent chest
: id, and parent tray id.

DeleteTray A TrayId.
CreateChest A Chest name.

SaveChest A Chest Id and new Chest name.
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DeleteChest A Chest Id

MoveTray A Tray Id, new Tray Id and new
Chest Id.

MoveGem A Gem Id and new TrayId.

ActivateSecurity True orFalse

ValidateUser Userld and Password

GetPermissions Userld or Groupld

IsSecureDb N/A TrueorFalse

Properties: Data Type:
DataFile String The path and file name of a JET

database containing gem data. Setting
this property initializes the object.

Events: Parameters:
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GEMTEQ Technology Overview: Project "Emerald"

Product Concept
Emerald will take a unique approachto the managementand indexing of source documents, and,
perhapsfor thefirst time, bring these tools to the average PC user. The Emerald product concept
is founded on three basic requirementsof the user.

e Users performing research through electronic media are most frequently interested in the
specific parts cf a source documentthatpertain to their research, rather than the document as
a whole.In this sense, documents are formatted text, spreadsheets, charts, drawings, images,
sounds, video clips or any other electronically stored data.

© Theselected portions of the documentwill continueto be useful, and therefore would benefit
from senarate categorization andarchival for easy retrieval at a later time.

These saved portions of source documents can be manipulated and formed into compositions,
which themselves can be printed, or saved in electronic format.

Emerald will meet all of these needs in a productthat is powerful, extensible, and easy to leam
and use by leveraging the users knowledge ofthe familiar Microsoft Windows graphical user
interface. Emerald will be constructed around industry standards such as Microsoft's Component
Object Modelandit's derivatives, such as OLE (Object Linking and Embedding).

Core Functionality
¢ Users ofEmerald will see a small, but easily recognizable icon thatfloats aboveall other

documents currently open on their computer desktop.
e Asusers read through documents, they may highlight portions of text and images with their

mouse and drag them to the icon. This action creates a component of the original document
called a ‘Gem’.
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Figure 1: The Gem Iconfloating over a Word document
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e They will then be prompted for supporting information, and the selected text or image will be
saved to a database.
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Figure 2: The Capture Gem Dialog

e The gem database will use a hierarchical metaphor based on the concept of a 'chest', a group
of related gems. Chests can be further subdivided into ‘trays’ that can optionally contain user
defined 'boxes' which then contain the individual gems.

= The gem database will support any numberof user-definable chests, trays, and boxes.
= Gemscan be OLE embeddedorlinked portions of larger documents.
= Forsource applicationsthat can't support linking or embedding, gems can be snapshots ofthe

selected portion ofa document, captured from the Windows clipboard.
e Userscan tapinto the resulting collection of gems using powerful, graphical search tools that

will allow them to query the database andretrieve the gems that meettheir current needs.f

 

  
Figure 3: The expanded Gem Toolbar and Gem Viewer

eS
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e Usingthe retrieved gems,users will be able to create compositions, called ‘Gemplates'’, built
from a variety of stored and newly created gems. .

e Gemplates can be used to format complex documents including headings and sub headings,
bibliography, footnotes,lists, etc.

 : } Ger Cochsed hom Word
@® Veet trom Cover Lecter

 

Figure 4: Creating Gemplates with the Gem Board

e Gemplates can be output to several supported formats.
¢ To support small workgroupsofusers, gem databases can be shared over small networks.
e Perhaps more importantly, gems can be packaged for import and export, creating a potential

marketin pre-compiled‘libraries’ of gems. For example, 'LawGems', 'MedicalGems’, even
‘RecipeGems', ,

Enterprise Functionality
= Development ofEmerald will continue longafterinitial release, resulting in a mature and

functional desktop tool that can be easily migrated to an enterprise environment. Planned
enterprise features include, but are notlimited to the following.

 
e Gemswill be stored in a central client server database, to be shared via large corporate

networks, Intranets or the Internet.
e Integration with Web Servers, Index Servers, Email Servers and othercollaboration

technologies.
e Integration with high-end document and content management systems, such as DocuShare™,

Parlance, Documentum®,or Texcel.

Product DevelopmentVision and Direction
The primary goal of the Emerald projectis to provide a full featured product, meeting the
majority of the core functionality already identified, and to bring that product to market as
quickly as possible. Then, to improve upon that product, expanding from individual users and
small workgroups, to large corporate networks ofusers and the Internet.

eee
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To this end, the desktop version of the product will be developedfirst. Usi:.g modular software
design, the core functionality outlined above will form the foundation for expanding the product
to add ‘enterprise’ feature sets, while allowing for the shipmentof a very powerful tool right
away.

In the near term, the Emerald product will evolve into a powerful tool in two distinct flavors. The
core productfor single users will feature low resource usage, small disk footprint, and cost-
effective pricing for individuals. Enterprise purchasers maybuyorlicense add-on components
that will enable advanced collaboration features, and state ofthe art client-server architecture.

As development continues, Emerald's feature set will reflect the advances in technology expected
in the fields of languagetranslation, voice recognition, and embedded programmingfor hand-
held devices. Emerald will ultimately include components to translate gemsinto other languages,
to convert text to speech (and vice versa), as well as embedded versions for Windows CE
devices.

To achieve these goals, strict adherence to a componentbased architecture, and the use of open
standards will be applied. Amongthe benefits ofavoiding significant investment in proprietary
technologies are decreased developmenttime and cost, ease of enhancing and modifying the core
program during development, as well as benefits to the purchaser, especially the higher end
market for Emerald's descendants. For example Enterprise customers who desire to incorporate
Emerald functionality into existing applications without purchasing the production user interface
can license the technology, and use Emerald's advanced API and ActiveX controls to add
Emerald's functionality to their own internal applications.

Potential Users

Users ofEmerald will be:

e Anyindividual or enterprise that performsa significant amountofresearchin electronic
form.

e Users who frequently generate compositions based on the work of other authors or co-
workers.

© Users whodesire to create a well-indexed researchlibrary out ofdocuments currently stored
as flat disk files.

Supported Platforms
Initial releases of the product will leverage the pre-existing installed base ofMicrosoft Windows.
The underlying technology ofthe product will takeadvantage ofMicrosoft's Component Object
Model standard and technologies based on it, such as OLE (Object Linking and Embedding).
The goalis to create an architecture that is maintainable and extensible in order to avoid lengthy
rewrites as features are added or enhanced.

iel
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High-Level Architecture
Careful design must play an important role during development of Emerald. A primary goalis to
create a modular architecture, so that features may easily be added or removedin response to the
needs ofusers. This is most easily accomplished by designing the productas a series of
components,eachfilling a specific role.

ActiveX Control Highlights:
1. Two ActiveX controls form the proprietary core of UI functionality.
2. GemTarget, provides drag and drop functionality to capture gems as OLE linked or
embedded objects, images, plain text, or formatted text, save gem data as files, export
gem data to other formats, etc.
3. GemViewer, provides ability to view and edit captured gem data. Save data tofiles,
convert data, etc.

User Interface Highlights:
1. Floating gem icon always available.
2. Full drag and drop support with keyboard equivalents.
3. Floating gem icon moves automatically when in the way.
4. Drag gems directly to and from desktop apps.
5. Gems can be extracted from other gems.
6. Capture gemsfrom clipboard to support non-OLE compliant document formats.

_7. Powerful hierarchical database metaphor. Chests, containing drawers, containing gems.
8. Create complex compositions complete with bibliography, footnotes,lists,etc.
9. Save compositions to disk as ‘gbk’files.

Database Services Highlights:
1. Powerful, industry standard database engine.
2. Relational database schema.

3. Full search capabilities.

File/OS Services Highlights:
1. Services for interacting with Windows and OLE.
2. Services for persisting user defined compositions to disk as 'gbk'files.

Database Engine Highlights:
1. Industry standard engines.
2. Microsoft JET for desktop version "Emerald".
3. Microsoft SQL Server for enterprise versions.

The drawings andtable on the following pages show a very high-level look at how the product
can be modularized to ease future development and enhance customer benefit, indicating places
where components can be reused across both versions of the product. This, ofcourse, is not a
replacement for a carefully designed and detailed specification, which will be documented as
development gets underway .

en
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Emerald Toda 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Component Design Features and
Benefits

e Open architecture based on industry
standards means technology is proven, and
development proceeds without the cost of
creating proprietary formats.

e Control of intellect. al property can still be
maintained by protecting database schema
with internal security and through the use of
compiled ActiveX co.trols.

® Modular design maximizes code-reuse
during development and allows easy
customization for high-end purchasers.

« Creation of ActiveX controls allowsfor the

rE licensing of technology to purchasers who
want to incorporate Emerald functions into
their own applications,

®@ Modular data layer means easy migration to
client-server architecture by swapping out
the Data Services module and Database

Engine.

 
 

  

   
The Future ofEmerald
Emerald will be designed from the beginning to form the core of a much more ambitious
product.

Emerald will take advantage ofemerging technologies like language translation, for translating
gemsinto other languages; voice recognition, for capturing spoken gems, converting text to
speech, and vice versa; embedded programming, for capturing gems on handheld devices, such
as those running Windows CE.

In enterprise versions ofthe product, advancedclient server architecture, integration with
corporate Intranets and the Internet, as well as integration with high-end content management
systems will be introduced.
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Emerald Tomorrow

Core Functionali

Core UI
Provides the visual presentation of the application along with minor pre-processing of gem data. This component is used
acrossall versions of product. Core UI will be built around two proprietary ActiveX Controls, the GemTarget control, and the
GemViewer control.

Core GemManager Enterprise GemManager
Provides the functions required for capturing and Provides the functions required for capturing and maintaining
maintaining gem data gem data. This is an enhanced version of the core gemmanager.

Core CompositionManager
Provides the functions required for creating and saving compositions. This component may be used across all versions of the
product.
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Core Functionality 
 | Core Internal Data Services Enterprise Internal Data Services

| This component encapsulated the data access logic required | This is an enhanced version of the workgroup data component |
| by the other components. to allow multi-users and take advantage ofclient-server

architecture. j

Core Internal File and OS Services
These components will provide internal file system and operating system accessto the other components. These services will
act upon the local workstation, and as such will mostlikely be reused across all versions of product.

 
  
 

  
 

  

   
 

Enterprise Database Engine
Provides storage andretrieval ofdata. A
commercially available database engine
such as Microsoft's SQL Server will be
used. .

Core Database Engine
Provides storage and retrieval of data. A commercially available database engine
such as Microsoft's JET will be used.

 
 
  

Protection of Intellectual Property
Emerald is an evolutionary, rather than a revolutionary one.It's strength and commercial
viability is enhanced by the use of open architecture and industry standard components and
technologies. Unfortunately, this approach also makes the concept particularly vulnerable to
competition from other vendors,as there are no technological barriers to producing a similar
product. Gemteq will use a two-pronged strategy to minimizethis risk.

Protection based on marketing
Gemteq's plan calls for being the first vendor to market this type oftool to a largely consumer
user-base. By careful trade marking of corporate names, terminology,logos, and icons, and by
offering a superior, well-tested product first, Gemteq will create significant name recognition.

Protection built into product
The core ofthe software will be built around two compiled components that will not run on
unlicensed computers. The GemTarget and GemViewerprovide for the easy capture and display
ofgems. The implementation of these components will be a trade secret of Gemteq.

The database will be protected by internal security, makingit difficult for competitors to create
routines for converting captured gemsinto their own formats, or transferring them to their own
databases, unless they have been licensed to do so by Gemteq. This means that early adopters of
the product will havelittle incentive to switch.
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1 Introduction

This documentis the functional specification for the ActiveX control called GemTarget.

2 BackgroundInformation
GemTargetis an ActiveX control that provides a visual ‘hot spot’ for dragging and dropping data from
other applications in order to capture text, images, and OLE objects, as well as metadata describing them
for generic data collection purposes. The componentalso provides a method for acquiring the data
described above from the Clipboard, in order to support data collection from non-drag and drop compliant
source applications. In addition to the core data-capture features, GemTarget provides:

* The display ofa transparent graphic, as well as providing a device context to allow the drawing of
GDIobjects directly.

® Information on what data is potentially available.
= Information on what potential source application is currently active.

GemTarget is an ActiveX control that programmers using any ActiveX capable development environment
can deploy in their applications in order to allow users to ‘collect’ data in a variety of standard formats. The
control silently provides services which acquire certain metadata aboutthe collected item, such as source
application, date, time, and user information, the generation ofkeywords, source documents, or URLs.

3 Goals

The. development of GemTarget will follow several key goals as grouped in the following sections.

3.1 Design Goals
GemTarget must provideall of the described functionality in a library that:
* Is small —the control must be implemented with minimal memory imprint andfile size.
=—Is fast — the control must process collected data with maximal speed.
* Requires no external dependencies — the control must be implemented as a singlefile.
« Is extensible — can be modified to support future data-sharing formats.

3.2 Usability Goals
GemTarget must be designed for use by programmers familiar with ActiveX-based development
environments and must use the syntax and metaphors popularized by such environments. Amongthese
are included:

* Communication with the hosting environmentwill be through a series ofEvents,
« Additional functionality will be implemented as Methods.
* The state ofthe component will be maintained in a series ofProperties.

GemTarget must providerich data to the end user. In addition to the raw data collected, the following
items must also be included:

® The source application, document or URL for the collected data.
a The date and time the data was collected.
* The user and machine name on which the data was collected.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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3.3 Constraints and Exceptions
Because the nature of the GemTarget controlis to allow for the easy gathering of data offered by other,
external applications, the functionality that can be provided is limited by current data-sharing
mechanisms. The mechanisms supported will be specific to the Windows Operating System and
include the Clipboard, OLE drag and Drop, and OLElinked and embedded objects. The formats
supported are currently limited to:

ASCII text

Formatted Text (Rich Text Format)
HTML Text (when and if available)
Pictures (Metafile, Enhanced Metafile, Bitmap, Device Independent Bitmap)
OLE Objects (Linked or Embedded)
Files and URLs

Additional requirements of GemTarget are to provide data on the source application that provided the
data. As this information is not always available, a ‘best guess’ mechanism will need to developed
based on the application that was active immediately preceding the drag and drop or copy and paste of
the data.

Note on Netscape Navigator: It is essential that image data be collected from Navigator, however
Netscape does not post image data to the system clipboard or COMdata object in a standard format.
Instead, an internal pointer to the actual data is posted in a custom format that must be registered with
the OS. Thestring tag currently used is “Netscape Image Format”. The data stored in such a manner
can be parsed into a usable path or URL forretrieving an image.

4 Features and Services Description

4,1 Overview

The componentconsists of a single ActiveX control, the GemTarget which implements a UI control
providing a visible ‘hot spot’ for drag and drop. The control supports the display of transparent
bitmaps and allows for GDI operations directly onits device context. The control includes methods for
capturing the contents ofthe clipboard as well as for manually capturing pre-specified data.

The data is delivered to the hosting environment via a ‘Capture’ event which includes a reference to a
‘GemDataQbject’ whose properties define the content and nature ofthe data captured. This Capture
eventcan be triggered by:
« Dragging data from an external source and dropping it on the control.
« Invoking a method to capture data available on the clipboard.
= Invoking a method to capture data specified in the form of a GemDataObject created by the user-

programmer.

4.2 Interface Features

As used in this section, ‘Interface’ refers to the COM-based Interface by which programmer-users will
implement the functionality of GemTarget in their own programs.

4.2.1 Data Capture
Data to be acquired falls into the categories of: ASCII text, RTF text, HTML text, Images, and
OLE Objects. GemTarget will make use ofthe data types and structures that are currently standard
for intra-application data exchange using the system clipboard or COM data objects. In addition,
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data about the data will be collected including the source application that provided the data, the
document name from which the data was taken, and the URL ofthe document,if it was taken from

a page viewed in a web browser.

Data can be ‘captured’ automatically, via the controls automatic support of OLE drag and drop. In
addition, methods exist for capturing data on the system clipboard, or by forcing the capture of
any provided data. In all cases, the availability of data will be communicated using events.

4.2.2 Meta-data Capture
Data such as source application and document, current user name, computer nameand capture
data and time, data size, etc. are to be supplied when new data is acquired. In addition, an option
exists to strip out URLsfrom text and rich text or html acquired from web pages. This may
involve resolving relative URLsinto full URLs. Finally, When the data to be captured is network
orlocal file paths, these paths must be resolved into UNC named paths.

4.2.3 Image Display/Graphics Drawing
So that user-programmers can adorn the control with a graphical presentation appropriate to the
application in which the controlis being used, GemTarget supports the display of a bitmap, which
optionally can have a transparent background, as well as drawing using GDI procedures directly
via a device context.

4.2.4 Active Application Tracking
GemTarget will monitor the application currently being used (i.e.: the foreground application) and
report changesvia an event. This will allow user-programmersto execute certain code based on
what other application is currently active.

4.2.5 Available Data Monitoring
Gem Target will monitor the contents of the clipboard and COM data object and signal changesin
this data via an event. This will allow user-programmers to execute certain code based on what
type ofdata, if any atall, is currently available.

 
4.2.6 Current URL Tracking
In the case ofthe active application being a web browser, GemTarget will monitorthe currently
viewed URL so that data acquired from web pages can be sourced to the original pages.

5 COMInterface Specification
The COM component will consist of a single ActiveX control supported by several classes and collections
of objects as specified below. The component name is GemLib and consists of these specific objects:

GemLib.GemTarget
GemLib.GemDataObject
GemLib.Keywords
GemLib.Keyword
GemLib.ShellLinks
GemLib.ShellLink
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5.1 GemTarget ActiveX Control
In the interface specification that follows, most of the properties, methods and events shown are simply
those that are most commonly supported by controls of this type. Those that are specific to this control
alone have been marked with a @ symbol. During implementation, additional interface members may also
be determined to be required.

[ObjectType:__|ActiveXControl
ion: Provides a visual ‘hot spot’ for dragging and dropping data from other

applications in order to capture text, images, and OLE objects, as well as
metadata describing them for generic data collection purposes. The
componentalso provides a method for acquiring the data described above
from the Clipboard, in order to support data collection from non-drag and
drop compliant source applications

AutoGenKeywords
Data Type: Boolean
If TRUE,text data is scanned anda list of meaningful keywords is compiled.
Small and trivial words are discarded and the Keywords collection is
populated with the resulting Keyword objects.

 

 

  
 
 

  
  
  

 
 
 

  
   

 
 

Properties

 
  

   
  

  
BackColor

Data Type: OLE_COLOR
Determines the color ofthe background ofthe control at run-time. 

   BackStyle
Data Type: Long (Enumerated Constant)
Determines ifthe background is opaqueor transparent. The transparent
setting is used in conjunction with the Picture and MaskColor properties.

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BorderStyle
Data Type: Long (Enumerated Constant)
Determines ifthe control appears with a flat or inset border at run-time.

 
Container

Data Type: Object
Returns a reference to the object containing the control instance.

Dragicon
Data Type: IPictureDisp
The Icon or Cursor used to indicate a drag operation.

 
DragMode
Data Type: Long (Enumerated Constant)
Determines if drag and drop occurs automatically or must be triggered by
program code.

FindURLsInText

Data Type: Boolean
Determines iftext is scanned for embedded URLs. If true plain text, as well
as embedded RTF hyperlink fields are scanned for URLs, any relative URLs
are resolved into full URLs and any found are used to populate the
ShellLinks collection.
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Properties
(continued)

 
ADC

Data Type: Long
A handle to the controls device context for use with GDI procedures.

Height
Data Type: Long
The height, in the scale units of the container, of the control at run-time.

HelpContextiD
Data Type: Long
The Context ID ofa help file topic associated with the control.

HWnd

Data Type: Long
The handle to the window ofthe control.

Index

Data Type: Long
If the control instance is part of a control array, the index ofthe instance in
the array.

Left
Data Type: Long
The distance from the left edge of the container in the scale units ofthe
container.

MaskColor

Data Type: OLE_COLOR
The color of the associated Picture property that is to be rendered
transparently.

Mouselcon

Data Type: [PictureDisp
The Icon or Cursor to use when the mouse pointer is over the control at run-
time, ifthe MousePointer property indicates a custom pointer is to be used.

MousePointer

Data Type: Long (Enumerated Constant)
Indicates which mousepointer to display when the mouse is over the control
at run-time. Can be set to display default, or standard windowspointers, or a
custom pointer in conjunction with Mouselcon property.

Name

Data Type: BSTR
The name of the control, as it will be referred to in program code.

Parent

Data Type: Object
The parent object of the control.

Picture

Data Type: [PictureDisp
The picture to display in the control.
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Properties ShowStatusMsg ¢
| (continued) | Data Type: Boolean |
| If TRUE,a progress messageis displayed over other appication windowsfor |

long-runningtasks.

TabIndex

Data Type: Long
Theposition of the control in the tab order.

TabStop
Data Type: Boolean
Determines if focus stops on the control as the user tabs through controls at
run-time.

Tag
Data Type: Variant
Miscellaneous data to be stored by user-programmer.

 
ToolTipText
Data Type: BSTR
The Tooltip to display when user passes mouse over control at run-time.

 
Top
Data Type: Long
The distance from the top of the container object, in scale units of the
container.

Visible

Data Type: Boolean
Determines wether controlis visible at run-time.

 
WhaisThisHelpiD
Data Type: Long
The context ID ofa topic in the helpfile.

 
Width

Data Type: Long
The width of the control in the scale units of the container object.

Methods About
In: void; Out: void
Displays the GEMTEQabout box.

CaptureActiveWindow
) In: void; Out: void ;

Captures a bitmapofthe active application window (foreground window).
Retums a GemDataObjectvia the Capture event.

CaptureClipboard
In: void; Out: void
Captures the contents ofthe clipboard. Retums a GemDataObject via the
Capture event.
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  Methods CaptureScreen @
(continued) In: void, Out: void

Captures a bitmap ofthe entire screen (desktop window). Retums a
GemDataObjectvia the Capture event.

Drag
In: Long Action (Enumerated Constant), Out: void
Triggers the beginning or ending of an internal drag of the control.

ForceCapture
In: GemDataObject Gem, Variant UserData; Out: void
Takes a user-created GemDataObject, plus a variant containing
miscellaneous programmer-defined data, and triggers a Capture event.

Move

In: Optional Single Left, Top, Width, Height; Out: void
Moves the control to the new coordinates specified in the scale units ofthe
containing object.

PopupMeru
In: Object Menu, Optional Single x, y, Optional Bstr DefaultMenu, Out:
void

Displays the referenced menu, optionally at the indicated coordinates,
otherwise at the mouse pointer position. If indicated, the menu item
DefaultMenu is rendered in bold-face.

Refresh
In: void; Out: void
Forces a complete repaint of the control.

SetFocus

In: void; Out: void
Sets input focus to the control.

 
ShowWhatsThis

In: void; Out: void
Displays a topic specified by the WhatsThisHelpID property in a Helpfile
using the “What's This” popup provided by Windows 95-style Help.

Zorder

In: Optional Long Position; Out: void
Places the controlat the front or back ofthe z-order within its graphical
level.

 
 

   
 
 

  
  

Capture ¢ ; ;
Parameters: GemDataObject Gem, Variant UserData
Provides a GemDataObject containing captured data, plus a variant
containing miscellaneous programmer defined data. The variant will only be
populated ifthe Capture event is resulting from a call to ForceCapture.

Click
Parameters: none

Occurs when the user presses and then releases a mouse button over the
control.
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Events :

(continued) DbiClick
Parameters: none

Occurs when the user presses and releases a mouse button and then presses
and releasesit again over the control.

DragDrop
Parameters: Control Source, Single x, y
Occurs when a drag-and-drop operation is completed.

DragOver
Parameters: Control Source, Single x, y, Integer State.
Occurs when a drag-and-drop operationis in progress.

Error @

Parameters: Long ErrNum, String Source, String ErrDese
The number, source and description ofall errors internal to the control will
be reported to the hosting object via the Error event.

GotFocus
Parameters: none
Occurs when the control receives the focus.

KeyDown
Parameters: Integer KeyCode, Integer Shift
Occurs when the user presses a key while the control has the focus.

KeyPress
Parameters: Integer KeyAscii
Occurs when the user presses and releases an ANSI key.

KeyUp
Parameters: Integer KeyCode, Integer Shift
Occurs when the user releases a key while an object has the focus.

 
LostFocus
Parameters: none
Occurs when the control loses the focus.

MouseDown

Parameters: Integer Button, Integer Shift, Single x, y
Occurs when the user presses the mouse button while the control has the
focus.

MouseMove

Parameters: Integer Button, Integer Shift, Single x, y
Occurs when the user moves the mouse over the control.

MouseUp
Parameters: Integer Button, Integer Shift, Single x, y
Occurs when the user releases the mouse button while the control has the
focus. .
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   NewDataAvailable

Parameters: Long DataType (Enumerated Constant), String Source
Occurs when an external application changes the contentsofthe clipboard or
data object. Type and source parameters can be used to change behavior of
app based on availablity of data.

Events

| (continued)

writing.

Supporting Class (Public and Creatable)

Description: Provides a means ofboth receiving and submitting data from and to the
control. It is typically a parameter of the Capture event when used to obtain
data from the control. It is an argument to the ForceCapture method when
used to manually trigger a Capture event.
Text

Data Type: BSTR
The plain (ASCII) text version (if any)of the captured data.

  
   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

NewForegroundApp ¢
Parameters: String Source
Occurs when user begins work in another application (i.e. makes a new
application the foreground window). Source parameter can be used to
change behavior of app based on active external application.

NewActiveURL¢

Parameters: String Source
Occurs when user views a URL in web browser. Source parameter can be
used to change behavior of app based on active web site.

Paint
Parameters: none

Occurs when any part of the control is moved, enlarged, or exposed.

 
 
 
 
 Resize

Parameters: none

Occurs when the controlis first displayed or the size of the control changes.

  
 
 

5.2 GemDataObject Class
In the interface specification that follows, the properties required to support retrieval of OLE linked and
embedded objects have deliberately been left vague, as implementation detail was notavailable as of this

 
   
  

  
  
  
 
  
 

TextRIF

Data Type: BSTR
The formatted (RTF) text version (if any) of the captured data. 

 
 
  Picture

Data Type: IpictureDisp
Thepicture version(ifany) of the captured data.  
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(OLE Data ~ property names and types to be determined)
Current prototypes have not implemented this feature. Properties for
Application Class, ClassID, Source File, OLE InProc Server, range or
bookmark data, meta (presentation) data, OLE blob data, and any other data
required to build a valid embedded orlinked object is required.

Properties
(continued)

 
  
 
 

 

DataSource

Data Type: BSTR
The application and document file (if any) from which the data comes.

 
 

   
 

CaptureDate
Data Type: Date Time
The system date and time when the data was captured.

 
  
 
 
  
 
 

 

User

Data Type: BSTR
Thecurrently logged in user who captured the data.

  Machine

Data Type: BSTR
The machine name ofthe computer on which the data was captured.

 
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
  
  
  

 

KeyWords
Data Type: Collection
A collection of keyword objects based on data extracted from the captured
data.Ifthe data is text, any meaningful wordsare added,if a graphic, any
header data or meaningful embedded text characters (ifany) will be
included.

  ShellLinks

Data Type: Collection
A collection oflocal/network paths or Internet URLs. This member isfilled
with URLs that have been embedded in the text of the data, or when file(s)
or link(s) have been captured via the capture event.

 
5.3 KeywordsCollection

(ObjectName:[KeywordsCSCS 
  
  
 
  

 
 
  Collection (Public and Not Creatable)

The Keyword collection provides a keyed lookupintothelist ofkeyword
objects associated with a GemDataObject. It also support enumeration. If
the AutoGenKeywords property is FALSE,this collection will be empty.

Object Type:

Description:
 

  

   
 

 

Count

Data Type: Long
The number of keyword objects in the collection.

Item (default)
In: Variant Key; Out: Keyword object reference
This method, the default for this object accepts either the unique string key,
or the index ofthe item to be looked up, and returns a reference to thatitem.
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Add

In: Keyword object; Out: Keyword object
Adds a keyword to the collection.

Remove

In: Variant Key; Out: Void
Accepts either the uniquestring key or the index of the object to be
removed.
 

5.4 Keyword Class
Object Name: Keyword

Object Type: Supportin_ Class (Public and Not Creatable)
The keyword object is the instanceofa specific keyword.

Properties: Key
Data Type: BSTR
A uniquekeythat identifies the object.

 
   
  
 
  
 Index

Data Type: Long
The numeric index of the object.

  
  
 

Properties
(continued)

 
  
  

Value

Data Type: BSTR
The value ofthe object.In this case, a string representingthetext ofthe
keyword.
 

5.5 ShellLinks Collection
Object Name: ShellLinks

Description: The ShellLinks collection provides a keyed lookup into the list of links
associated with a GemDataObject. It also supports enumeration. Links
represent Local or network paths and/or URLSthat were embedded in the
text or data captured. This collection is also filled when a user caprures data

cplorer or links (urls) from a web browser.

Properties: Count
Data Type: Long
The number of ShellLink objects in the collection. Item (default)
In: Variant Key; Out: ShellLink object reference
This method, the default forthis object accepts either the unique string key,
or the index ofthe item to be looked up, and returns a reference to that item.

Add

In: ShellLink object; Out: ShellLink object
Adds a keyword to the collection.

Remove
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In: Variant Key; Out: Void :
Acceptseither the unique string key or the index of the object to be
removed. 

5.6 ShellLink Class

Object ame [ShelllinkCC]
Supporting Class (Public and Not Creatable)

Desceignions An object representing the data stored for a local or network path, or URL
related to the captured data.

Key
Data Type: BSTR
A unique key that identifies the object.

  
 

  
  

  
   
  
 

Index

Data Type: Long
The numeric index ofthe object.

 
 
 
 
  Name

Data Type: BSTR
The friendly nameofthelink.(i.e.: the document nameor website name).

 
 
  
 

Type
Data Type: Long (Enumerated Constant)
The type oflink, either a file path or a URL

 
 
  
 

Value

Data Type: String
The value of the object. In this case, a string representing the fill path or url
to the source file.
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6 Visual Basic Prototype
A prototype developed using Visual Basic 6.0 is included in this documentby reference. The source code
provides a ‘quick and dirty’ implementation of the componentskey interfaces.

6.1 Overview

The prototype...

6.2 Constraints

Absent from the prototype implementation are...
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